The Mu strong gyrase-binding site promotes efficient synapsis of the prophage termini.
A strong DNA gyrase-binding site (SGS) is located midway between the termini of the bacteriophage Mu genome and is required for efficient replicative transposition. We have proposed that the SGS promotes the efficient synapsis of the Mu prophage ends (an obligate early step in replicative transposition), and that it does so by helping to organize the prophage DNA into a supercoiled loop with the SGS at the apex of the loop and the prophage termini at the base. The positioning of the synapsing termini equidistant from the SGS is a key element in the proposed model. To test this proposal, we have constructed prophages with a second, internal right end and asked whether the natural, external right end or the internal right end is used for synapsis with the left end in the presence and absence of the SGS. In the presence of the central SGS, the natural, or outside, right end was used exclusively and very efficiently. In the absence of the central SGS, the internal right end was used preferentially and inefficiently: the efficiency of transposition decreased with increasing distance between the internal right end and the left end. Repositioning the SGS midway between the left end and an internal right end allowed highly efficient use of the internal right end. These results support a model in which gyrase can influence long-range DNA interactions to promote efficient synapsis of Mu prophage ends.